
LITERATURE & 
LANGUAGE
Approaching the GCSE spec: 

Grades 1 - 9 Mock Dates:
English Language Paper 2 – Monday 13th 

November 2023 11.25am (1hr 45mins)
English Literature Paper 2 – Tuesday 14th 

November 2023 8am (2hrs 15mins)



LITERATURE

Overview: 

Paper 1: Shakespeare & 19th Century 
Novel 

Paper 2: Modern Text & Poetry

Question: Based on theme or character
An extract is given to a specific part of the text. 
A brief overview of the context of the extract (ie: 

what has just happened, what Act/Scene)

How far do you think…?
“Statement given” – How far do you 
agree/disagree with the statement given…

The question has two elements: 
Answering based on the extract
Answering based on the entire text (whole play)

Section A: Shakespeare (30 marks + 4 SPAG) Section B: 19th Century Novel (30 marks) 

Question: Based on theme or character
An extract is given to a specific part of the text. 
A brief overview of the context of the extract (ie: what 
has just happened, what chapter)

How far do you think…?
“Statement given” – How far do you agree/disagree 
with the statement given…

The question has two elements: 
Answering based on the extract
Answering based on the entire text (whole novel)

Section A: Modern Texts (30 marks + 4 SPAG) 

* Choice of Two Questions
Question: Based on theme or character(s)
No extract is give
How does the writer present…? 
How does the writer explore…?
How does the writer use……?
What is the importance of…?
Who do you think…?
“Quote given”: How far do you agree/disagree with this statement?

There will be 2 bullet points to aid your writing structure / what to 
include

Section B: Poetry (30 marks) 

Based on the Anthology

One Question

1 poem printed (already 
studied)
Question: Comparison

Using the printed poem and one 
other poem from the anthology, 
compare…

Focus could include: 
theme / character / narrator / 
time of writing

Section C: Unseen Poetry 

(32 marks) 

Two Questions

1: Printed poem 
Question: Presentation of 
theme / character.
How does the poet present…

2: 2nd printed poem
Question: Comparison
What are the similarities and/or 
differences in the poems…
Compare the theme of… in the 
two poems…

GCSE DATES:
Literature P1 – Monday 

13th May 2024
Literature P2 – Monday 

20th May 2024



Section A: Shakespeare (30 marks + 4 SPAG)
• Macbeth

     

Question: Based on theme or character
An extract is given to a specific part of the 
text. 
A brief overview of the context of the 
extract (ie: what has just happened, what 
Act/Scene)

How far do you think…?
“Statement given” – How far do you 
agree/disagree with the statement given…

The question has two elements: 
Answering based on the extract
Answering based on the entire text (whole 
play)

What is taught: 

Storyline

Characters and their parts

Themes that occur (top 5)

Basic methods (ie: stage directions)

Essay Skills: 

What is happening in the text?

Do you agree or disagree with the question? 

OR 

What is your 1st impression of the character / theme 

/ question focus?

Close / Language analysis 

Structuring a response

Tasks to complete: 

Example extracts where you work as a class on: 

• What is happening? Where in the play?

• Recall themes learnt in lesson

• What is the most important part of the extract?

• What/how to highlight key quotes

• What word(s) are used and why

• Effect on the reader

Paper 1



Paper 1

Starting with this speech, explain how far you think 
Shakespeare presents Macbeth as a hero. 
Write about: 
• how Shakespeare presents Macbeth in this 
speech 
• how Shakespeare presents Macbeth in the play as 
a whole. 

[30 marks] 
AO4 [4 marks] 



Section B: 19th Century Novel (30 marks)
• A Christmas Carol

What is taught: 

Storyline

Characters and their parts

Themes that occur (top 5)

Basic methods

Essay Skills: 

How to skim and scan

What is happening in the extract? 

Do you agree or disagree with the question? 

OR 

What is your gut reaction to the question? 

Close / Language analysis 

Structuring a response

Tasks to complete: 

Example extracts where you work as a class on: 

• What is happening? Where in the play?

• Recall themes learnt in lesson

• What is the most important part of the extract?

• What/how to highlight key quotes

• What word(s) are used and why

• Effect on the reader

Question: Based on theme or character
An extract is given to a specific part of the 
text. 
A brief overview of the context of the 
extract (ie: what has just happened, what 
chapter)

How far do you think…?
“Statement given” – How far do you 
agree/disagree with the statement given…

The question has two elements: 
Answering based on the extract
Answering based on the entire text (whole 
novel)

Paper 1



Starting with this extract, how does Dickens present the 

importance of family in A Christmas Carol? 

Write about: 

• how Dickens presents the Cratchits in this extract 

• how Dickens presents the importance of family in the 
novel as a whole. 

[30 marks] 

Paper 1



Section A: Modern Texts (30 marks + 4 SPAG) 
• An Inspector Calls

* Choice of Two Questions
Question: Based on theme or character(s)
No extract is give

How does the writer present…? 
How does the writer explore…?
How does the writer use……?
What is the importance of…?
Who do you think…?
“Quote given”: How far do you 
agree/disagree with this statement?

There will be 2 bullet points to aid your 
writing structure / what to include

What is taught: 

Storyline

Characters and their parts

Themes that occur (top 5)

Basic methods (ie: stage directions)

Essay Skills: 

What is happening in the text?

What is your gut answer? 

What is your 1st impression of the character / theme 

/ question focus? 

How to use the bullet points to answer/structure

Close / Language analysis 

Tasks to complete: 

Example extracts where you work as a class on: 

• What is happening? Where in the play/text is the 

extract?

• Recall themes learnt in lesson

• What is the most important part of the extract?

• What/how to highlight key quotes

• What word(s) are used and why

• Effect on the reader

Paper 2



Paper 2



What is taught: 

What each poem is about. 

Basic themes that are in each

How does the poem show conflict or power?

Poetic techniques (similes, metaphors and other 

simple terms)

Essay Skills: 

What is your gut answer? 

What is the message in the poem? 

How to write about a poem 

How to compare two poems

Close / Language analysis 

Tasks to complete: 

• What is happening in the poem? 

• Recall themes learnt in lesson

• Who might be speaking? Why? 

• What is the message in the poem?

• Finding poetic techniques and why they are used

Example questions where you work as a class on: 

• What/how to highlight key quotes

• What word(s) are used and why

• Effect on the reader

Paper 2
Section B: Poetry                  

(30 marks) 

Based on the 

Anthology

One Question
1 poem printed 
(already studied)
Question: 
Comparison
Using the printed 
poem and one 
other poem from 
the anthology, 
compare…
Focus could 
include: 
theme / character 
/ narrator / time 
of writing

Section C: 

Unseen Poetry 

(32 marks) 

Two Questions
1: Printed poem 
Question: Presentation of 
theme / character.
How does the poet 
present…
2: 2nd printed poem
Question: Comparison
What are the similarities 
and/or differences in the 
poems…
Compare the theme of… 
in the two poems…







LANGUAGE
Overview: 

Paper 1: Explorations in creative reading and 
writing

Paper 2: Writers’ viewpoints and perspectives 

Choice of 2 questions

Question 5: 

1: Using the image, write a description

2: Write about a time when…/ Write a story that is 

influences by the picture…

Personal Writing piece to describe or inform

(C/O 24 marks, SPAG 16 marks)

Question 1: Search and Find “List 4 things that…”

(4 Marks)

Question 2: Effective Linguistics “How is language 

used in the text to…”   (8 marks) 

Question 3: Structure and layout “How has the writer 

structured the ….”          (8 marks)

Question 4: Agree or Disagree. 

A statement is given about the text, “How far do you 

agree/disagree with the above statement…”

   (20 marks)

Section A: Reading (40 marks on 

20th Century Prose (with extract)

Section B: Writing (40 marks) Question 5: 

Non-Fiction writing based on a statement given.

“To what extent…[agree/disagree/for or against 

etc]…

Write a letter where you argue your point of 

view…”

Letters, Blogs and Articles could be asked for 

here

(C/O 24 marks, SPAG 16 marks)

Question 1: True or False (4 Marks)

Question 2: Comparing “Write a summary of 

how they are similar / different…” 

     (8 marks)

Question 3: Language Effect “How are you, the 

reader, effected by…  (12 marks)

Question 4: Compare “How does the author 

convey the theme of…”                 (16 marks)

Section A: Reading (40 marks) 

Extract of both 21st & 19th Century  

Non-Fiction

Section B: Writing (40 marks)

GCSE DATES:
Language P1 – 

Thursday 23rd May 
2024

Language P2 –
Thursday 6th 

June 2024



Section A: Reading (40 marks 

on 20th Century Prose (with 

extract)

What is taught: 

Skim and Scan

Difference between “learn” and “what is said”

What to highlight in the question

Essay Skills: 

Finding answers and writing quickly 

Finding 4 things that meet the questions criteria

Only using the part of the extract it says to use

Tasks to complete: 

Reading prose – race to find the word given by teacher

Example question where you work as a class on: 

• What is the text about?

• What do you learn? How is this “learnt” – what words tell 

you that? 

• Highlighting 6 things – which 4 are the best – why? 

Paper 1

Question 1: Search 

and Find “List 4 

things that…”

(4 Marks)



Section A: Reading (40 marks 

on 20th Century Prose (with 

extract)

Paper 1

Question 2: 

Effective 

Linguistics 

“How is language 

used in the text 

to…”   

 (8 marks) 

What is taught: 

Skim and Scan

What is happening in the part of the extract?

What does it mean by “uses language”

Descriptive language / what “happens” language

Linguistic devices: metaphor / simile / INAFOREST

Essay Skills: 

What the questions is asking for?

How to analyse a word

Highlighting key words/phrases and explaining the meaning

How to structure an answer (the writer says…which means…)

Tasks to complete: 

Reading prose– what is being said and how is it being said? 

How does it make “the reader” feel? 

Example question where you work as a class on: 

• What is the text about?

• Find 4 word(s) that are used  

• Highlighting 6 things – which 4 are the best – why? 

• What does the text want to do to the reader? Why?



Section A: Reading (40 

marks on 20th Century 

Prose (with extract)

Paper 1
What is taught: 

A layout (presentational features – colour etc)

Tone of the extract

What is structure? Difference between start and end of an extract

Sentence types and how they are used

Essay Skills: 

What the questions is asking for?

What to pick out – 4 things (focus: start Vs end / tone / how it looks / 

sentence lengths) 

What to use as evidence

Using one word quotes to help show understanding

How to structure an answer 

Tasks to complete: 

Reading prose:

What is being said and how is it being said? 

What does it look like on a page?

Example question where you work as a class on: 

• What is the text about?

• What is the language like at the start? What is it like at the end? 

• How or why does it change? 

Question 3: 

Structure and 

layout “How 

has the writer 

structured the 

….”                

(8 marks)



Section A: Reading (40 

marks on 20th Century 

Prose (with extract)

Paper 1
What is taught: 

What is happening in the text?

Personal thoughts on an extract

What the purpose of the extract is

How to argue a point of view

What is the tone of the extract and 

why? 

What is the form of the extract?

Essay Skills: 

What the questions is asking for?

What is your gut answer to the 

question? 

What does the extract make you 

feel? Why? 

What to use as evidence

How to structure an answer 

Question 4: 

Agree or 

Disagree. 

A statement is 

given about the 

text, “How far 

do you 

agree/disagree 

with the above 

statement…”

(20 marks)

Tasks to complete: 

Reading prose:

What is happening in the text?

What is being said and how is it being 

said? 

What do you understand about it? 

What is the tone of the piece? Who would 

it appeal to? 

Example question where you work as a 

class on: 

• What is the text about?

• Is it a positive / negative / informative / 

descriptive piece? 

• Who would enjoy reading this and why? 



Choice of 2 questions

Question 5: 

1: Using the image, write a 

description

2: Write about a time when…/ 

Write a story that is influences 

by the picture…

Personal Writing piece to 

describe or inform

(C/O 24 marks, SPAG 16 marks)

Section B: Writing (40 marks)

What is taught: 

Coming up with ideas

How to plan

Using paragraphs

SPAG

Difference between narrative and descriptive

Sentence types for effect

Exam Skills: 

What the questions is asking for?

Using time effectively

How to make it interesting

How to structure a narrative/descriptive

Tasks to complete: 

Practice Papers

Flash fiction pieces (ie: plan 3 points, write about one)

Using existing narratives to write from

Fill-in-the-adjectives story

Story dice / coming up with various ideas

Timed activities 

Paper 1



What to taught: 

What is true or false

Understanding the question

Essay Skills: 

Finding answers (Skim and Scanning)

Shading boxes

How to correct if wrong

Tasks to complete: 

Reading newspaper articles – race to find true or false

Answering mini-prose true or false questions

Paper 2
Question 1: 

True or False 

   (4 Marks)

Section A: Reading (40 marks) 

Extract of both 21st & 19th Century  

Non-Fiction

Question 2: 

Comparing 

“Write a 

summary of how 

they are similar / 

different…” 

    (8 marks)

What is taught: 

What is a summary? 

Understanding the extract

Picking key information

Essay Skills: 

Understanding the question

Linking key points in two extracts

How to compare ideas / key information 

Tasks to complete: 

Understanding the topic / information / key points of an extract

Reading newspaper articles – find 2 things the same and 2 things 

different in two non-fiction

Various “summary” tasks on small extracts



Paper 2

Question 3: 

Language 

Effect “How 

are you, the 

reader, 

affected by…       

(12 marks)

Section A: Reading (40 

marks) 

Extract of both 21st & 19th 

Century  Non-Fiction

What is taught: 

Skim and Scan

What is happening in the part of the extract?

What does it mean by “uses language”

Linguistic devices: metaphor / simile / INAFOREST

Essay Skills: 

What the questions is asking for?

What does it make you feel / think?

What words are used that interest/inform you?

Highlighting key words/phrases and explaining the meaning

How to structure an answer (the writer says…which means…)

Tasks to complete: 

Reading non-fiction extracts–

What is being said and how does it make you feel/think?

Pick our words and explain the effect on you

Example question where you work as a class on: 

• What is the text about?

• What words are important?

• Highlighting 6 things – which 4 are the best – why? 

• What does the text want to do to you? Why?



Paper 2

Question 4: 

Comparison 

of writers’ 

methods…       

(16 marks)

Section A: Reading (40 

marks) 

Extract of both 21st & 19th 

Century  Non-Fiction

What is taught: 

Skim and Scan

How does each article get the ideas across?

What does it mean by “writers’ methods”

Purpose, audience and form

Essay Skills: 

What the questions is asking for?

What does it make you feel / think?

What words are used that interest/inform you?

Highlighting key words/phrases and explaining the meaning

How to structure an answer (the writer says…which means…)

Tasks to complete: 

Reading non-fiction extracts–

How do two different articles on the same subject use methods to get 

you to think something?

Example question where you work as a class on: 

• What is the text about?

• What words are important?

• Highlighting 6 things – which 4 are the best – why? 

• What does the text want to do to you? Why?



What is taught: 

Coming up with ideas

How to plan

Using paragraphs

SPAG

What is “professional writing” (ie: article / letter / blog)

Sentence types for effect

Exam Skills: 

What the questions is asking for?

How to form an opinion based on a quote give

Using time effectively

How to make it interesting

How to structure correctly (addresses , titles etc)

Tasks to complete: 

Practice Papers

Flash fiction pieces (ie: plan 3 points, write about one)

Using existing article headlines to write about

Watch a News Item and write up the story

Timed activities 

Paper 2

Question 5: 

Non-Fiction writing based on a 

statement given.

“To what 

extent…[agree/disagree/for or 

against etc]…

Write a letter where you argue 

your point of view…”

Letters, Blogs and Articles could 

be asked for here

(C/O 24 marks, SPAG 16 marks)

Section B: Writing (40 marks)



 
 
Subject: English Language 

Qualification: GCSE 

Duration: 2 Year course 

Number of taught lessons per fortnight: 9 

Assessment: All through terminal examinations (no coursework) 

Examination format: 

Number of papers  2 
 

What is assessed in each paper?  Paper 1: 
Fiction Reading and Writing Skills (see below) 
Paper 2: 
Non‐Fiction Reading and Writing Skills (see below) 

How is it assessed in each paper?  Paper 1: 
Written exam: 1 hour 45 minutes 
4 Reading Questions 
1 Writing Question 
80 marks 
50% of GCSE 
 
Paper 2: 
Written exam: 1 hour 45 minutes 
4 Reading Question  
1 Writing  Question 
80 marks 
50% of GCSE 

Question format:  ‐ bullet point retrieval 
‐ multiple choice 
‐ short answer 
‐ medium length answer 
‐ long/essay style answer 

Grade range per paper:  Non‐Tiered U‐9 

 

Course content: 

Exam 1 – Literary Fiction 

1. Retrieval of information from the text 

2. Language Analysis 

3. Structural Analysis 

4. Opinion Question 

5. Narrative/Descriptive Writing 

Exam 2 – Non‐Fiction 

1. True/False Multiple Choice 

2. Summary Writing 

3. Language Analysis 

4. Comparison of Texts 

5. Argumentative/Persuasive Writing 



 
 
Subject: English Literature 

Qualification: GCSE 

Duration: 2 Year course 

Number of taught lessons per fortnight: 9 

Assessment: All through terminal examinations (no coursework) 

Examination format: 

Number of papers  2 
 

What is assessed in each paper?  Paper 1: 
Shakespeare and 19th Century Literature (see below) 
Paper 2: 
Modern Text and Poetry (see below) 

How is it assessed in each paper?  Paper 1: 
Written exam: 1 hour 45 minutes 
1 x Essay on Shakespeare Text (34 marks) 
1 x Essay on 19th Century Literature Text (30 marks) 
64 marks 
40% of GCSE 
 
Paper 2: 
Written exam: 2 hours 15 minutes 
1 x Essay on Modern Text (34 marks) 
1 x Essay on Anthology Poetry (30 marks) 
1 x Essay on Unseen Poetry (24 marks) 
1 x Essay on Unseen Comparison (8 marks) 
96 marks 
60% of GCSE 

Question format:  ‐ Essay questions 

Grade range per paper:  Non‐Tiered U‐9 

 

Course content: 

Exam 1 – Shakespeare and 19th Century Literature 

1. Extract and whole text question on Shakespeare text (Macbeth) 

2. Extract and whole text question on 19th Century Literature (A Christmas Carol) 

Exam 2 – Modern Text and Poetry 

1. Whole text question on Modern Text (An Inspector Calls) 

2. Comparison question on Anthology Poetry – named poem printed (Love and Relationships) 

3. Essay question on an Unseen Poem 

4. Unseen Comparison Essay 
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